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QUESTION 1

What is the difference between the i and a commands of the vi editor? 

A. i (interactive) requires the user to explicitly switch between vi modes whereas a (automatic) switches modes
automatically. 

B. i (insert) inserts text before the current cursor position whereas a (append) inserts text after the cursor. 

C. i (independent rows) starts every new line at the first character whereas a (aligned rows) keeps the indentation of the
previous line. 

D. i (interrupt) temporarily suspends editing of a file to the background whereas a (abort) terminates editing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following files, located in the user home directory, is used to store the Bash history? 

A. .bash_history 

B. .bash_histfile 

C. .history 

D. .bashrc_history 

E. .history_bash 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

After successfully creating a hard link called bar to the ordinary file foo, foo is deleted from the filesystem. Which of the
following describes the resulting situation? 

A. foo and bar would both be removed. 

B. foo would be removed while bar would remain accessible. 

C. foo would be removed. bar would still exist but would be unusable. 

D. Both foo and bar would remain accessible. 

E. The user is prompted whether bar should be removed, too. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following commands will send output from the program myapp to both standard output (stdout) and the file
file1.log? 

A. cat  file1.log 

B. myapp 0>and1 | cat > file1.log 

C. myapp | cat > file1.log 

D. myapp | tee file1.log 

E. tee myapp file1.log 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When starting a program with the nice command without any additional parameters, which nice level is set for the
resulting process? 

A. -10 

B. 0 

C. 10 

D. 20 

Correct Answer: C 
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